
Champion Financial Services a Premier Car
Title Loan Lender Now Serving Arizona
Residents in a Financial Bind
PHOENIX, ARIZONA, UNITED STATES,
February 11, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/
-- Originally based in California, leading
loan company Champion Financial
Services recently expanded its funding
range to the state of Arizona, now
available in every city. The expansion
will allow residents all over Arizona to
obtain fast and easy financial aid using
their car titles as collateral. 

Getting a car title loan is a quick and
simple process with CFS Car Title
Loans. To obtain one, residents of Phoenix, Tucson, or any other location in Arizona must own
and possess the title to their vehicle (cars, trucks, SUVs, motorcycles and RVs are all acceptable).
The amount of the loan will be determined by several factors, including but not solely based on
the value of the vehicle. Borrowers can receive any amount starting from $1,750 up to $50,000. 

CFS Car Title Loans offers clients a good deal of additional benefits. For starters, in Arizona,
Champion Financial Services does not necessarily need to run a credit check on loan applicants.
The requested minimum car value is $2,600. Unlike other loan companies, with CFS there are no
prepayment penalties in case clients wish to immediately pay back some amount of money.
Once a loan gets approved, CFS can instant fund in less than 15 minutes. The company also
offers remarkably low interest rates, because the purpose of financial aid is to take a weight off
the clients’ backs instead of worsen their financial situation. It’s also possible to refinance
existing title loans with a lower interest rate. Last, but not least, CFS offers free consultation prior
to application for anyone interested. 

Arizona residents in need of emergency cash need only to follow some simple steps. First, they
will need to fill their online application form or call the company’s number so a customer service
agent can fill their application form for them. Next, applicants will be asked to provide a few
documents, either in person, by fax email or text message. The required documents are a valid
ID, proof of income (pay stubs, job letter, bank statements, unemployment or social security
proof, among others), a pink slip or vehicle registration, proof of insurance and proof of
residence (utility bill, junk mail). Once the client gets approved for a loan, they get the money
that same day, some in minutes with instant fund!

Since 2010, Champion Financial Services has been successfully assisting new or existing clients
from California to meet their financial needs. Aiming to reach out and help Arizona residents as
well, CFS has expanded to this warm and vibrant state. The company is motivated by their
mission: to get things done for the clients and provide outstanding customer service while
staying true to the company’s values. These values are discipline and execution; peace-of-mind
sustainability; highest-quality products, services and collaborators; passion; and Japanese Kaizen

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.championcashloans.com/title-loans-arizona/
https://www.championcashloans.com/title-loans-arizona/phoenix/
https://www.championcashloans.com/title-loans-arizona/tucson/


productivity philosophy of continuous improvement.   

Those interested in learning more about Champion Financial Services and explore what the
company is offering in greater detail can find more information on the company’s website, found
at the following link: https://www.championcashloans.com/title-loans/. Further inquiries may be
addressed to CFS’ customer service experts through a free consultation over the phone.
Interested parties may dial 1-888-798-1970 for immediate assistance.
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